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It should be noted that what we&#39;re discussing is technically against Faceboo

k policy. It doesn&#39;t break any laws to use a pseudonym online (at least in t) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 660 Td (he US), but getting caught with a fake name can result in having your profile ba

nned or deleted. Until Facebook changes its policies, this is the risk you run.
We also can&#39;t guarantee what kind of name you can use. We&#39;ll talk about 

the red flags and how to avoid them, but if you have a particular name (like a s) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 588 Td (tage name or chosen name that&#39;s not yet made legal), we can&#39;t promise yo

u&#39;ll get to use that specific one without getting flagged. Again, we&#39;re 

operating in the gray area of Facebook policy, so there&#39;s only so much that 

can be done without changes on Facebook&#39;s end.
There are surely other reasons why someone might want to use a fake name, but it

 all tends to boil down to choice. And a lot of paperwork. The legal ability to 

change a name is not always as fluid as identity itself is, so it makes little s

ense for a social network to have the same legal requirements. At least not with

out a method of seeking an exception.
First, it&#39;s helpful to discuss how fake names are flagged by Facebook&#39;s 

internal systems. There are several methods by which a name might send up red fl

ags:
In short, we don&#39;t know exactly what criteria Facebook uses, but we can gues

s that it&#39;s some combination of automated systems and actual people looking 

for certain violations. We can use that to at least help understand how to avoid

 getting spotted.
You can check out our guide here on how to keep your profile on lockdown. You ca

n also use lists and per-post privacy settings to make sure that a particular po

st is only visible to the people you want to see it. If you have stalkers that a

re trying to locate you, making sure that all your posts and photos are only vis

ible to specific people. That way, even if a stalker manages to find your profil

e, unless you give their profile explicit permission to see your posts, they won

&#39;t.
Choose Your Name Carefully
That doesn&#39;t necessarily mean that you have to be on your best behavior all 

the time and never do anything controversial. It&#39;s more about knowing your a

udience. If you limit the number of people who can see your profile or posts, an

d you know that a particular list of people will appreciate your controversial a

rtwork, by all means share it. However, if you have the entire congregation of y

our church added on Facebook, it may not be prudent to let them see your erotic 

drawings of the Muppets.
Point spread betting is a popular form of betting, especially with basketball an

d football, since these are two sports where more points are scored throughout t

he game than in other sports like baseball and hockey.
 You will likely have a payout ranging from (-130) to (+200) for a favorite on t

he puck line.
The NHL betting site to place spreads bets is FOX Bet.

 They are assigned a point spread with a plus sign (+) in front of the number, s


